Comparison between major and minor surgical procedures for the treatment of chronic staple line disruption after laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.
Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) has become the most common weight loss surgery procedure. The procedure's most dreaded surgical complication is staple-line disruption (SLD). So far, no definitive treatment modality has been established for this complication. The aim of this study is to review the treatment options used at our institution for patients with SLD after LSG and to evaluate the outcome of different interventions. A retrospective review of a prospectively collected database of all patients who underwent SLD between January 2005 and April 2014 was performed. SLD was defined as a leak identified on computed tomography or upper gastrointestinal series. We compared the cure rate between a major surgical procedure and patients treated with a variety of other minor treatment modalities. Special focus is given to the technique of proximal gastrectomy with Roux-en-Y esophagojejunostomy (PGEJ). The procedure consists of the en bloc resection of the proximal stomach immediately proximal to the gastroesophageal junction and including the fistulous tract. The jejunum is transected 50 cm distal to the ligament of Treitz and reconstruction of the gastrointestinal tract is performed with a Roux-en-Y esophagojejunostomy. Thirty-one patients had SLD after their LSG. Patients were divided into 2 groups based on the treatment modality: Group A (PGEJ) and Group B (minor surgical procedure). Group A (n = 19) had 1 releak. Group B (n = 11) had 5 releaks. The cure rate for patients who underwent PGEJ was 94.7%. The cure rate for patients who were treated with a different approach was 54.5% (P = .01). Our experience demonstrates that the cure rate of PGEJ is high. Minor surgical procedures are effective in approximately half of the patients, so when the leak becomes chronic, PGEJ can provide a long-term solution.